
Chicago’s accumulation series offers multilane labor saving systems that automatically receive, count, and stack 
flat small piece items from a flatwork ironer. The extremely compact and simple designs make them an excellent 
choice for many laundries processing napkins, pillowcases, aprons, and similarly sized pieces. Flexibility, high 
productivity, and significant labor savings make our accumulation equipment the choice for laundries requiring  
an outstanding combination of speed, accuracy, and reliability. 

Aircumulator Solo  
If multi-bar storage in each lane is 
not required, the Aircumulator Solo’s 
extremely compact design receives 
and accumulates items onto a single 
storage bar in each lane while providing 
a clear view of finished pieces making 
grading more efficient. The Solo can 
stand alone or the accumulator can be 
attached to any Skyline Series folder.

Aircumulator Trio
The Aircumulator Trio rotary accumulator 
is a standalone three bar draping 
accumulator that automatically advances 
each bar when the pre-selected number 
of items is reached. This provides extra 
storage of finished stacks and allows 
additional time before accumulated 
items need to be removed by an 
operator. The Trio accumulator can also 
be attached to any Skyline Series folder.

Skyline SP 
Skyline SP folder models are 
designed for high volume ironing 
lines dedicated to the production of 
folded or flat stacked small pieces. 
This versatile multi-lane folder flat 
stacks or folds and stacks a variety 
of small ironed flatwork items such 
as pillowcases, napkins, aprons, and 
surgical scrubs simultaneously in 
multiple lanes to match production 
needs. A large piece crossfold option 
is available for additional flexibility.

CarouseII Rotary Accumulator
The Carousell rotary accumulator is 
designed for the highest production 
small piece flatwork finishing lines. 
Each independently operated lane 
provides up to four draping bars for 
accumulated small pieces, with a 
maximum of six lanes. An optional 
exclusive moving reject conveyor on 
the bottom of the Carousell continuously 
clears rejected pieces to the side for 
convenient operator removal.
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CHI•TOUCH

CHI•Touch is the most advanced PC-based touchscreen control on the market. It 
has an intuitive, easy-to-learn interface that is effortlessly customizable to your 
flatwork processing needs. Available on Carousell and Skyline models, CHI•Touch 
gives superior control over your machines while maintaining a consistent user 
experience across all CHI•Touch controlled Chicago equipment. More than just 
a control system—fault code history, onscreen schematics, and detailed pictorial 
diagnostics are also readily available for on-site troubleshooting. CHI•Touch also 
collects, stores, and exports virtually any production parameter you want to monitor 
for data analysis and reporting.
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Please visit our website for easy access to other product brochures, detailed floor  
plans and specifications, as well as videos of Chicago equipment in action. Call our 
factory sales office for additional assistance and help finding your local distributor.

Designed and manufactured in the U.S. for quality control and prompt availability of 
replacement parts.
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Building on our industry-leading 
130 years of experience, we 
continuously evolve and innovate 
to meet the changing needs 
of our customers—that is the 
unbeatable Chicago Advantage!
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